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Abstract— This paper presents a set of techniques for developing
flexible skills for humanoid robots on the basis of movement
planning with forward and inverse kinematics. The developed
methods are especially applicable in the fields of humanoid robot
soccer. The kicking
cking motion has been considered the most
important motion in robotic soccer. A flexible skill was developed
for robust ball-kicking under a relatively wide range of
conditions and thus overcoming the disadvantages of the
commonly used predefined skills. A set of experimental
simulationss were carried out using fixed and random parameters
in order to obtain evidence of the skill’s flexibility.

RoboCup 3D competitions used the Simspark Simulation
Environment [2][3],
], in which 2 teams of virtual NAO robots
[4]] compete against each other (see Fig. 1). Until
RoboCup’2009
Cup’2009 [5] held in Graz, Austria, each team was
composed of 3 players, whereas in 2010 the number will
double. The most relevant physical characteristics of all the 23
body parts and all the 22 joints (see Fig. 2, from [4]) of a real
NAO are accurately modelled,
modelled allowing for a realistic
simulation. Dynamic walking, running and kicking the ball
while maintaining balance, self-localization,
self
and team play are
among the many research issues which can be investigated in
this context,
text, and the high level of realism renders results very
useful for applications in real scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION
The development of skills for humanoid robots has
different fields of application. The RoboCup international
internat
event [1] contains several of such fields and probably the most
popular one is robotic soccer. The simulation league
comprises both 2D and 3D variants. While 2D competitions
are particularly suitable to develop strategies and high-level
high
coordination among team members, the 3D environment
allows researchers to work on the challenges which a physical
“world” poses to humanoid movement and stability.

Fig. 2 – Map of joints of NAO, from [4]
Fig. 1 – Screenshot of the Simspark simulator with virtual NAO robots
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In the context of humanoid skill development, bipedal
walking has been receiving significant attention [6][7] due to
not only its importance, but also its complexity. Walking gaits
must often be adapted to the physical characteristics of the
robot's body and those of the surface, but they can also differ
when changing speed or direction. When factors like these are
not taken into account, stability becomes an issue. Different
generic strategies to address this particular issue have been put
forth and some of the most popular are Centre of Mass (COM)
[8], Zero Moment Point (ZMP) [9], and Centre of Pressure
(COP) [10]. Although these strategies have appeared in the
context of gait development, they can have application in the
development of other humanoid skills.

At each stage the angle which leads to the smallest distance
is assigned to the corresponding joint and this assignment (SC)
will be considered during all the following stages.
Let us consider the very simple 2D example of Fig. 3, in
which angles for joints J1 and J2 must be found in order to
make body part P reach as close to target T as possible. In the
first stage of the search process, five different angles are
tested for joint J1. In each of these tests, the distance between
P and T is calculated considering the angle actually applied to
J2. The thick line connecting J1 and J2 in Fig. 3 reveals the
angle A1 which is chosen and assigned to J1. Thus, in the
second stage, the angle for joint J1 used in the calculus of the
distance between P and T is A1, while five angles are tested
for joint J2. The thick line connecting J2 and P in Fig. 3 reveals
the angle A2 which is chosen and assigned to J2.

II. DEVELOPING FLEXIBLE SKILLS
Many of the skills used by simulated and real humanoid
robots are, to a very high extent, predefined. Using such skills,
the ability to adapt to particular situations is bound to the
decision of which sequences of skills to perform. The use of
those predefined skills often poses very specific requirements.
The latter must be previously satisfied by means of
performing additional actions based on other predefined skills
which, in turn, have their own set of requirements to be
fulfilled. This fact often leads to excessive amounts of time to
complete simple actions.
To overcome this limitation, it is important that the skills
themselves are flexible, so as to be more accurate, to be
applicable in a wide range of circumstances, and consequently
to avoid unwanted delays. In robotics, passing from
predefined skills to flexible ones can correspond to passing
from forward kinematics to inverse kinematics. So, instead of
forcing the robot joints to make predefined angles and let
body part positions to be the result of those angles, one may
first calculate the joint angles which will allow some body
part to reach as close to a target position as possible, and then
apply those angles.
Our approach to solve this optimization problem is based
on a multi-stage search implemented using the hill climbing
optimization algorithm. Because only some joints have
influence on the position of each body part, the search can be
based on a short kinematic chain which is composed of
relevant joints only.
Let N be the number of relevant joints, and S , S , … , S
the angles that must be determined so as to be assigned to
those joints. On the other hand, let A , A , … , A be the angles
that are actually applied to those joints when we perform the
search. In each stage C 1,2, … , N, the value of angle SC
varies along its assignable range with short intervals. For each
different value of SC, we calculate the distance between the
body part and the target using forward kinematics on the basis
of the following joint angle values:
− S1 to SC-1, i.e., the joint angles already assigned in
previous stages;
− the angle we are testing for the current joint;
− AC+1 to AN, i.e., the angles currently applied to the
joints whose assignments will be set in future stages.

J1

J2

Stage 2

Stage 1

P

T

Fig. 3 – An approach to inverse kinematics

In order to enhance performance, the search can also be
broken down to different resolution levels; using bigger angle
intervals for a coarse search over the entire angle range, and
then tightening both the angle range and the angle intervals for
more refined searches over the angle area which gave the best
results (see Fig. 4).
Starting resolution:
Enhanced resolution:

J1

J1
J2

J2

Fig. 4 – Using different resolution levels

In general, this strategy may cause good solutions to be
missed because bigger intervals of joint angle combinations
are skipped. Although we acknowledge this risk, we consider
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that the achieved compromise can be, in general,
advantageous because the time that is saved is then used to
refine the search over the most promising area. This leads to
fine-tuned solutions which start from joint angle combinations
with high probability of neighbouring the optimal one.
Achieving optimal solutions usually requires too much time,
Ball
compromising its use online [11]. Our approach leads to
β
relatively good solutions rather than optimal ones, but most
α
importantly, it will guarantee that we will reach them within a
reasonable amount of time. Thus the search can be carried out
online and, as a consequence, the specificity of the different
Target
Kicker
distKB
scenarios which the robot might find itself in can be taken into
consideration. In other words, it provides for adaptability,
Fig. 5 – Parameters to consider in ball-kicking
which is a characteristic of major importance in robotics.
In general, humanoid robots are still positioning themselves
After determining the angles which allows a body part to
reach the position closest to the desired target, getting the in line with the ball and the target, so as to be able to kick it
robot to apply those angles can be done the same way as in properly (see Fig. 6). This corresponds to having α  β  0°.
This approach is still the one which teams use in major
performing predefined skills.
humanoid robot soccer competitions such as RoboCup.
III. FLEXIBLE MOVEMENT PLANNING IN HUMANOID SOCCER
The approach that was described in the previous section can
be used to develop higher-level skills. Indeed, the flexibility
Ball
that was obtained can be very useful to dynamically outline
body part trajectories. Such ability to plan movements on the
Kicker
basis of particular characteristics of the situation at hand has
important applications in humanoid robot soccer.
The kicking motion has been considered the most important
Target
motion in robotic soccer [12]. And because it is such a
computationally intensive task, its computation is usually
performed offline [11], meaning that it consists of an
Fig. 6 – In-line positioning and orientation
inflexible pre-defined skill. Relevant work regarding this topic
includes planning and fast replanning of safe motions [12].
The original approach used in this research consisted in
A method for flexible ball-kicking, i.e. for kicking the ball
solving a semi-infinite programming problem, using a time- towards some particular target, was developed and this new
interval discretization. However, their method required CPU skill is composed of the following movements:
times up to 2 hours, compromising its applicability in online
1. Transferring the robot weight to its left foot;
mode. An offline application was tested but good results were
2. Slightly raising the robot's right foot;
achieved only under very strict constraints. They have then
3. Positioning the right foot near the ball;
proposed a re-planning method, which starts from a
4. Kicking the ball;
predefined optimal motion and computes, still offline, a subset
5. Bringing the right foot back to its original position.
of the skill parameters.
The weight transfer, the right foot raise, and its later return
Unlike that offline approach, however, we have developed can be achieved with simple predefined skills because they do
a flexible kicking skill on the basis of the online movement not depend on the particular circumstances. On the other hand,
planning described in the previous section. The developed positioning the foot “behind” the ball, and kicking it
skill was tested in the context of FC Portugal robotic soccer “forwards” can have different meanings, depending on the
team [13][14][15], confirming the usefulness of the proposed relative positions of the robot, the ball, and the target. One
approach in this particular field.
must dynamically determine which direction is “forwards”
When kicking a ball towards a target, three important and “backwards” with respect to the kicking motion and the
parameters can be considered (see Fig. 5):
latter might not even be in line with the foot's initial position
− dist  : the distance between the kicker and the (see β in Fig. 5).
ball;
In our approach, the first step for determining the foot
− α: the angle between the kicker orientation and the trajectory to follow during the actual kicking stage is to
relative direction of the ball;
determine vector 
BT defined by the ball (B) and the target (T)
− β: the angle between the relative direction of the positions:
ball and the target direction relative to the ball.

(1)
BT T  B
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The starting (I) and stopping (F) foot points for the kicking
movement can then be calculated as shown in equations 2 and
3, respectively.
I

Ba


BT

BT

(2)

F

B!b


BT

BT

(3)

careless foot orientation leads to unexpected positions of foot
edges. In case the latter hit the ground, the humanoid loses
stability, possibly falling. Thus attention should be paid to
keeping feet parallel to the ground. Our solution to this
problem comprises some forward kinematics and
trigonometry basics to calculate the angles which should be
applied to RAnkle1 and RAnkle2 (see Fig. 2). Let us consider
a two-dimensional example in which a situation such as the
one depicted in Fig. 7 is originally sketched during movement
planning.
The position of the foot’s center (C) is intentional and it
was planned using inverse kinematics. However, the provisory
foot orientation would cause the front tip (F) of the foot to hit
the ground. Such collisions can be anticipated by calculating
the height of the foot tip using forward kinematics and
comparing it with that of the foot center. Then, the
compensation angle θ that should be applied added to the
relevant ankle joint can easily be determined on the basis of
#) and the
the distance from the foot center to its front tip (#CF
respective difference in height (∆h):

in which a and b are coefficients that define how far behind
and how far ahead of the current position of the ball the foot
will start and stop during the kicking phase, respectively.
After I and F are calculated, inverse kinematics can be
applied to determine the joint angles which should be used to
reach each of those points. Obviously, a straight line trajectory
would be desirable. However, since the robot's kinematics are
non-linear, it would be necessary to execute computationallyintensive tasks such as calculating proper joint velocity
profiles for yielding straight line trajectories. Such timeconsuming strategies were not used because, as mentioned
above, we cannot afford the required execution time. On the
other hand, if we assign sufficiently short distances to
parameters a and b, the type of trajectory will not have much
negative influence on the outcome.
Let us focus on movement planning for kicking with the
right foot. After observing NAO’s joint map (recall Fig. 2),
one can select RHip, RThigh1, RThigh2, and RKnee joints for
getting the right foot to reach the positions calculated.

θ

∆h
#
#CF

(4)

A method for foot alignment was developed on the basis of
this approach and integrated in the kicking skill. With it, the
correct compensating angles for RAnkle1 and RAnkle2 joints
(see Fig. 2) are applied, avoiding many destabilizing collisions.
IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
Experiments were carried out in a 3D simulated
environment (simspark and rcssserver), testing the
applicability of the presented flexible movement planning
methods in humanoid robot soccer. In this environment, the
radius of the ball is 0.04 m. A robust right-foot kick
movement was developed as described by the examples given
in the previous sections. Coefficients for determining I and F
points (see equations 2 and 3, respectively) were set as
follows:
a 0.16 m .
(5)
)
b 0.00 m
Assigning parameter b to 0 means that the trajectory of the
foot during the kicking phase finishes when the centre of the
foot reaches the centre of the ball at the time of planning.
Obviously, the foot hits the ball as soon as its edge reaches the
surface of the ball.
In order to test the flexibility of this skill, simulations were
done using random parameters α, β, and dist  (see Fig. 5),
although satisfying the following restrictions:

C

F

sin&

0.15 m 1 dist  1 0.25 m.
/
45° 1 α ! β 1 45°

collision

(6)

The first restriction guarantees that the distance between
the robot and the ball is reasonable for kicking. The second
restriction is related to NAO’s feet shape. Although the
flexibility of the developed skill allows for kicking in any
direction in the xy-plane, the foot’s projection on the latter is

Fig. 7 – Neglecting body part orientation in movement planning

Experience has shown us that, in addition to foot
positioning, foot orientation is essential, not only for kick
accuracy but also to robot stability. When moving leg joints,
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not a circle. In fact, the side edges of NAO’s foot are
completely straight, which compromises diagonal kicking.
Only near the foot tips is the edge rounded and we thus
estimate that kicking within a -45º to +45º angle range would
prove reasonably accurate. However, the simulator models
NAO’s foot as a parallelepiped and not with a rounded shape.
Therefore, we will consider the results as a lower bound for
the potential of the approach proposed.
An extra parameter which controls the kick stage speed was
used. The time to be spent in moving the foot from I to F (∆t)
was assigned to three different values: 170, 200, and 230 ms,
thus defining three different foot speeds. This variation was
meant to confirm whether this parameter would reflect a
compromise between kick accuracy and kick range. It seems
reasonable to expect that faster kicks have worse accuracy and
better range than slower ones.
Ten kicks have been carried out for each assignment of ∆t
and, for each individual kick, random parameters α, β, and
dist  were randomly chosen (though satisfying equation 6).
After each kick, two measurements were performed:
− |dev|: the modulus of the direction deviation. i.e. the
angle defined by the planned and resulting directions;
− dist  : the distance between the pre-kick and post-kick
ball positions, i.e. the kick range.
Table 1 presents the average and standard deviation of the
measured results for each assignment of ∆t.

Future work can include overcoming the diagonal kicking
limitation due to NAO’s feet shape. It would be interesting to
study whether NAO’s hip joints can be used to adjust the
kicking-foot’s orientation in the z axis, so as to orthogonally
hit the ball with the straight edge on the foot’s side.
Alternatively, we can study different ways to hit the ball with
any edge which can be oriented orthogonally to the kicking
motion. We believe that such solution would greatly improve
the accuracy in general and allow kicking in any direction of
the xy-plane.
Thrust generation can also be subject to optimization. In
this context, it would be interesting to test how simultaneous
joint motion can enhance range by means of speeding up the
kick.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In general, achieving optimal solutions for planning
humanoid skills requires too much time, compromising its use
online. Thus, many of the skills used by simulated and real
humanoid robots are predefined to a very high extent. This
fact comes along with certain limitations which can be
overcome if flexible movement planning is employed. In
robotics, passing from predefined skills to flexible ones can
correspond to passing from forward kinematics to inverse
kinematics.
We have proposed a technique to perform inverse
kinematics taking a set of joints, a body part, and a target
position as parameters and returning the best set of angles to
TABLE I
be applied. The approach is based on a multi-stage search
RESULTS OF THE SIMULATIONS
which uses forward kinematics to rehearse robot postures,
∆t
µ(|dev|)
σ(|dev|)
µ(distB)
σ(distB)
leading to relatively good solutions, although not optimal in
(ms)
(°)
(°)
(m)
(m)
the general case. In order to enhance performance, the search
170
17.026
13,666
0.581
0,560
was broken down to different resolution levels; using bigger
200
14.707
26,414
1.029
0,377
angle intervals for a coarse search over the entire angle range,
230
11.287
13,144
1.168
0,505
and then tightening both the angle range and the angle
intervals for more refined searches over the angle area which
It is interesting to observe that for higher ∆t, although the gave the best results.
average deviation angle was lower (as expected), the average
In the end, the approach guarantees that it reaches a
kick range was higher. We strongly believe that this can be the reasonable solution within a reasonable amount of time, thus
result of how collisions are modelled by the simulator, and rendering it applicable online. As a consequence, the
that tests with actual NAOs (set as future work) will not reveal specificity of the different scenarios which the robot might
this unpredicted tendency.
find itself in can be taken into consideration and such
Results reveal high standard deviation for both kick adaptability is a characteristic of major importance in robotics.
properties measured. This might have been caused by the
Reusing the proposed inverse kinematics technique to
combination of two factors: NAO’s foot being modelled as a calculate a sequence of intermediate postures can be used to
parallelepiped rather than its real rounded shape; and the fact plan trajectories for complex flexible humanoid movements.
that the directions of the kicking motions varied.
A method for flexible ball-kicking composed of 5 movements
Simulations were carried out with fixed coefficients a and b, was developed as an application in the field of humanoid
which are used for determining I and F points (see equations 2 robot soccer. A secondary technique was implemented for
and 3, respectively). As future work, we plan to study the collision avoidance, using extra joints for keeping the robot’s
influence of these parameters on the results. Additionally, we feet parallel to the ground at every stage of the planned
want to introduce a dynamically adjustable interval size for movement. Strategies for yielding straight line trajectories are
scanning the assignable angle space of the joints during the generally time-consuming and they were not used, as we aim
search process. When the scanning is leading to better results, for applications based on online planning.
the interval can be widened so as to save precious time. Future
Experiments with the developed techniques were carried
work will also include determining the value of the various out with a virtual NAO model in a 3D simulated environment.
parameters for yielding the compromise which can be The starting foot position for the kicking phase was set to 16
considered the best.
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[2]

cm behind the ball, whereas the stopping position was the
initial position of the ball. Independent experiments were
performed for different kicking phase durations: 170, 200, and
230 ms. In order to test the flexibility of the developed skill,
experiments were done using random values for α, β, and
dist  but with some range restrictions.
The results of the experiments revealed that the average
direction deviation was lower for slower kicks. However,
against what seemed reasonable to expect, the average
distance of the slower kicks was also better (higher) than that
of quicker kicks.
Relevant work regarding this topic includes planning and
fast replanning of safe motions. The original strategy
consisted of solving a semi-infinite programming problem,
using a time-interval discretization. However, the CPU time
that their method requires compromises its applicability in
online mode. They have then proposed a replanning method
which still did not provide for the flexibility we aimed for.
As future work, we plan to do the following:
− study the influence of coefficients which are used for
determining the initial and final points of the kicking
phase;
− introduce a dynamically adjustable interval size for
scanning the assignable angle space of joints, during
the search process, so as to save precious time;
− determine the values to assign to the various
parameters for yielding the best compromise;
− overcome the diagonal kicking limitation due to
NAO’s feet shape, adjusting its hip joint to hit the ball
with an edge orthogonal to the kicking motion;
− optimize thrust generation by means of simultaneous
joint motion.
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